Introduction. In recent years the explicit computation of integer points on special models of elliptic curves received quite a bit of attention, and many papers were published on the subject (see for instance
C. Siegel showed in [Sie29] that equation (1) can have at most finitely many solutions, but his method of proof is ineffective. A. Baker and J. Coates offered an effective proof for Siegel's result in [BC70] . In fact they gave the following explicit upper bound for the solutions in terms of the height of the polynomial f :
(2) max{|u|, |v|} < exp exp exp((2H)
10
).
Here H is an upper bound for the height of f , or, in other words, for the absolute values of the numerators and denominators of f 's coefficients. This bound (2) was improved by W. M. Schmidt in [Sch92] to (3) max{|u|, |v|} < exp(cH 12 13 ),
where c is an effective, but unspecified constant. Although (2) and (3) are effective, they are obviously unattainable, even for small values of H. Without the use of an extremely powerful reduction process, it is clearly impossible to construct a practical algorithm on the basis of these astronomical upper bounds. Efficient computational methods are only known in special cases. For instance, for individual Thue equations
where f ∈ Z[x, y] is homogeneous of degree 3 and m ∈ Z (m = 0), and equations
with F ∈ Q[x] of degree 3 and k = 2, there are the Thue method (see [TdW89] ), the Bilu-Hanrot technique [BH96] , and the elliptic logarithm approach which provide efficient tools for their solution. Also the superelliptic equations (4) with k = 3 have been successfully tackled by the Thue method and by Bilu-Hanrot [BH98] . In this paper we adapt the elliptic logarithm method of [ST94] and [Tz96] to fit our purpose, that is to say, to conform to the general cubic diophantine equation (1). We claim that this approach provides a practical, often efficient tool for the solution of binary equations of the general cubic type.
I. THE GENERAL CUBIC EQUATION
1. Equations of shifted Weierstraß type. The elliptic logarithm method has been successfully applied to the general Weierstraß equation. For fear of repetition, we shall therefore pay little attention to those elliptic equations (1) that are in a sense close to the general Weierstraß form. By this we mean those equations for which the Weierstraß treatment (see [ST94] ) or a slight adaptation thereof would furnish a complete solution. Below we shall give a characterization of those equations for which the standard procedure will suffice. We shall call these equations of shifted Weierstraß type.
On replacing u by u + u 0 and v by v + v 0 in (1), we may assume that the rational point is P = (0, 0). Hence in (1) we may take f (u, v) = s 1 u 3 + s 2 u 2 v + s 3 uv 2 + s 4 v 3
+ s 5 u 2 + s 6 uv + s 7 v 2 + s 8 u + s 9 v = f 3 (u, v) + f 2 (u, v) + f 1 (u, v), with s i ∈ Z for i = 1, . . . , 9 and suitable binary forms f j of degree j (j = 1, 2, 3). In case both s 8 and s 9 vanish, P is a singular point so that E is not elliptic. Therefore, at least one of s 8 , s 9 is non-zero. Setting u = U/W , v = V /W and multiplying through by W 3 transforms (1), subject to (5), into the homogeneous equation
We now show that for (6) to be of shifted Weierstraß type, we may assume that the infinite line W = 0 is not tangent to the curve in the projective plane. To prove this, suppose it is. The cubic form f 3 (U, V ) will then have a double or threefold linear factor. This factor must necessarily be rational. Therefore, after a suitable rational linear substitution, we have s 3 = s 4 = 0 (or s 1 = s 2 = 0, which can be treated analogously). Then s 7 = 0, for otherwise our curve is rational, not elliptic. Further, if s 2 = 0, then (6) is a homogeneous Weierstraß model and we are done. On the other hand, if s 2 does not vanish, then s 1 u 3 may be absorbed into s 2 u 2 v by a rational linear substitution, so that without loss of generality we may assume s 1 = 0. Equation (1) can now be transformed into the Weierstraß equation 
+ 8s 2 s 7 (2s 5 s 9 − s 6 s 8 )X + (4s 2 s 7 s 8 ) 2 ,
by the rational transformation
as may be readily checked.
For an integral solution (u, v) of (1), the corresponding solution (X, Y ) of (7) is integral and can therefore be recovered by the standard elliptic logarithm approach of [ST94] . As we have used only linear substitutions, all solutions (u, v) of (1), subject to (5) and also to the restrictions imposed by the choices of the coefficients s i , can be recovered from the integer solution (X, Y ) of (7). This proves our point: those curves (6) to which the line W = 0 is tangent can be readily dismissed. From this point onwards, we shall therefore focus our attention on equations corresponding to curves that do not have this property.
2. Nagell's algorithm. We shall need to find birational transformations that link the general cubic equation (1) to a Weierstraß model, provided (1) represents an elliptic curve E over Q and a point (u 0 , v 0 ) ∈ Q 2 on (1) is known. In [N28] T. Nagell gives precisely such an algorithm. Here we follow Connell's description of Nagell's algorithm (see Section 1.4 of [Co97] ).
Consider (5) and the conditions imposed on the coefficients s i , and further assume s 9 = 0. Next set e i = f i (s 9 , −s 8 ) for i = 2, 3. The tangent to the curve given by (6) at P is f 1 (U, V ) = 0 and this line meets the curve in a third point Q with projective coordinates (−e 2 s 9 , e 2 s 8 , e 3 ). Naturally, e 2 and e 3 cannot both vanish, but if e 2 = 0 then Q = P and if e 3 = 0 then Q is at infinity. The following changes of coordinates send Q to the origin (0, 0, 1):
Resetting
where f ′ i is a suitable binary form of degree i for i = 1, 2, 3. On writing
equation (8) takes the form
It is readily verified that δ = φ 2 2 − 4φ 1 φ 3 is a polynomial of degree 4 in t with rational coefficients. By definition, the values of t are the slopes of the lines in the (u ′ , v ′ )-plane passing through the origin. Therefore, the t-values corresponding to the tangents to the curve which pass through the origin are precisely the zeros of δ as a polynomial in t. Now t 0 = −s 8 /s 9 is the slope of the tangent at P through the origin and hence t − t 0 is a rational factor of δ. Set τ = (t − t 0 ) −1 ; it follows that τ 4 δ is a cubic polynomial in τ , say
Then c = 0, for otherwise the original curve is not elliptic. Finally, put
Then for any rational point (u ′ , v ′ ) on (8), the corresponding point (x, y) is a rational point on the Weierstraß model
The birational equivalence between equation (1), subject to (5), and the Weierstraß equation (9) is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f be given by (5) with s 9 = 0, e i = f i (s 9 , −s 8 ) (i = 2, 3), and such that f (u, v) = 0 represents an elliptic curve E over Q. Then E/Q is also represented by the Weierstraß equation (9), and birational transformations are given by (s 8 u + s 9 v) 2 in case e 3 = 0.
Note that the constant c is merely a scaling factor making both coefficients of x 3 and y 2 in (9) match unity.
P r o o f. The proof is straightforward and closely follows the steps in Nagell's algorithm. Because of Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions, we observe that
Now the transformation formulas immediately follow.
If so required, the Weierstraß model (9) can be birationally transformed into a global minimal model
with integral coefficients a i by means of a transformation of the form
for suitable integers U, V, W and Z.
3. Elliptic logarithms. In order to bring our analysis of the general situation to a successful conclusion, we have to understand which elements of the standard elliptic logarithm method need adjusting to fit the general cubic equation (1), subject to (5). Now the general principle of this method and how it works in individual Weierstraß cases has been fully exposed in the literature. As there is no point repeating this, we shall merely focus on those aspects in which our treatment necessarily must diverge from the main course. The starting point is the exposition given in [ST94] .
As the method is based on estimating elliptic logarithms, we briefly introduce them here.
Let the elliptic curve E/Q be given by the short Weierstraß model
The group E(C) of points with coordinates in C is isomorphic to C/Λ, where Λ = ω 1 Z + ω 2 Z is a lattice with primitive periods ω 1 and ω 2 , with Im(ω 2 /ω 1 ) > 0. We shall take ω = ω 1 to be real and ω 2 to be purely imaginary.
The isomorphism
is given by the parameterization of E over C by the Weierstraß ℘-function relative to the lattice Λ and (11):
The inverse of this map is provided by the elliptic integral
which is just the elliptic logarithm of the point P . Here O is the group identity.
As we are only interested in real points P , we are only concerned with E(R). Now depending on the number of real zeros of x 3 + Ax + B, the group E(R) has either one or two components. If E(R) has a single component, we have u(P ) = ωφ(P ) for P ∈ E(R), where the function φ is as given in [ST94] . In order to calculate u's values we use Zagier's algorithm (cf. [Z87] ), based on
for P = (x(P ), y(P )) on (11). On the other hand, if x 3 + Ax + B = 0 has three real roots γ 1 < γ 2 < γ 3 , the group E(R) has two components
Note that the 2-torsion points T i := (γ i , 0) are not necessarily rational.
Further
2 and otherwise as in (12). Then for P ∈ E C (R), except P = T 1 and P = T 2 , we have
It follows that φ(P ) = φ(P + T 2 ), which incidently coincides with Tzanakis' approach in [Tz96] . Note that our φ-function is linear (modulo 1).
Summarizing, we can express the φ function in terms of an elliptic integral as follows:
where
4. The asymptotes. We return to the affine curve (1), subject to (5), and we assume that the infinite line is not tangent to the curve. In other words, we only consider equations that are not of Weierstraß or shifted Weierstraß type. For any point (u, v) ∈ Q 2 on this curve, Nagell's algorithm (see Lemma 1) tells us that the corresponding point (X, Y ) on its global minimal Weierstraß model (10) satisfies
Every reasonably sized bounded part of the (u, v)-plane, like a rectangle centered around the origin, can be directly screened for integral points without much effort. When traversing the curve moving outward, away from the origin, we must be able to identify the corresponding track in the (X, Y )-plane. In order to do so, we proceed in the following way.
Let α ∈ R be a root of the equation
We include α = ∞ if f 3 (0, 1) = 0, that is, when s 4 = 0. There is at least one such α and there are at most three. Obviously, these α's can be interpreted as the asymptotic directions of the curve in the (u, v)-plane. Because of our assumption excluding Weierstraß-type equations, it is easily seen that the expression
∂v (1, α) does not vanish for α ∈ R, and neither does ∂f 3 ∂u (0, 1) in case α = ∞. This means that the graph of (1) has as many asymptotes as there are α's, that is, one or three; two cannot occur, because for s 4 = 0 we have s 3 = 0, which gives either none or two finite α's in addition to the infinite one. These asymptotes are
Moving away from a suitably chosen rectangle, a point (u, v) travels along the graph close to one of the (two or six) half-asymptotes. We therefore need to inspect the half-asymptotes separately, unless symmetry considerations make a shortcut possible. Hence, positive lower bounds u l and v l exist such that in the vicinity of each half-asymptote, if |u| > u l and |v| > v l , then an equation f (u, v) = 0 implicitly gives u as a function of v. Obviously, constants δ 1 , δ 2 can then be computed such that
if the said half-asymptote has direction α, and provided |u| > u l and |v| > v l . For α = ∞, this has to be read as
All this enables us, in view of (14), to give an estimate for the naive height h(X(P ))-which is the absolute logarithmic height of X(P )-of the point P = (X(P ), Y (P )) satisfying (10), where the corresponding integral point P = (u, v) ∈ Z 2 is close to one of the six half-asymptotes. This estimate is of type (15) h(X(P )) ≤ constant + log |v|.
Here it is essential that (u, v) is an integral point. Now if (u, v) tends to infinity along the graph close to a given halfasymptote of direction α, then the corresponding (X, Y ) tends to Q 0 = (X 0 , Y 0 ), where
5. Putting it all together. We are now closing in on the required upper bound for the linear form in elliptic logarithms. But first we need to study the relation between the differential forms given by the different representations of E.
Lemma 2. Considering the three representations of E given by (1), (9), (10), we have
where s = 1 if e 3 = 0 and s = s −1 9 otherwise. P r o o f. The latter relation is trivial. Consider the birational transformations given in Lemma 1. The first relation is an immediate consequence of the identities dx = ∂x ∂u du + ∂x ∂v dv and df = ∂f ∂u du + ∂f ∂v dv = 0. Now let P = (u, v) be an integral point on (1) in the vicinity of one of the two half-asymptotes associated with the asymptotic direction α. There is no loss of generality in assuming that
is bijective. Note that X(P ) and Y (P ) are the coordinates of P relative to (10).
From Lemma 2 and the discussion of the previous section, we deduce that
Observe that we always need to work with points P and Q 0 close together on the same component of E(R). This means that their difference P − Q 0 is on the infinite component E 0 (R) and therefore u(P ) − u(Q 0 ) = ωφ(P ) − ωφ(Q 0 ) is real. Working out the right-hand side of (17) yields (an obvious adjustment is needed in (13) to fit the minimal Weierstraß equation (10))
where the left-hand side of (17) gives
Now let r be the rank of E, and let {P 1 , . . . , P r } be a Mordell-Weil basis, so that E(Q) = Z r × E tors (Q). Then P = r i=1 m i P i + T for integers m i (i = 1, . . . , r) and general torsion point T ∈ E tors (Q). Hence
where m 0 ∈ Z is chosen so that all φ-values belong to the interval [0, 1). By Mazur's theorem, φ(T ) = r/s with s, t ∈ Z, 0 ≤ s < t and t ≤ 12. It then follows that |m 0 | ≤ rM + 1 where M := max 1≤i≤r |m i |. Setting u 0 := ωQ 0 , and u i := ωφ(P i ) for i = 1, . . . , r, we have to estimate the following linear form in elliptic logarithms:
which, together with (15), ultimately yields an upper bound
for computable positive constants c 1 and c 2 . Here we used Silverman's inequality [Sil90, Theorem 1.1]
where c 1 is the least eigenvalue of the Néron-Tate height pairing matrix. We refer to [ST94] and [Tz96] for the details.
In combination with David's lower bound for |L(P )|, an absolute upper bound for M is obtained, and after a few LLL-reduction rounds this very large upper bound is reduced to workable proportions. The resulting search region is usually small enough to make a brute force search for integral points feasible.
It should be noted that the main contribution of this paper is the demonstration that inequalities like (21) and (15) exist not only for equations of Weierstraß and shifted Weierstraß type but also for cubic equations of different shape. After these inequalities have been established, what remains to be done in order to complete the process of computing all integral points of individual cubic equations by means of the elliptic logarithm method, is not essentially different from the work needed for Weierstraß type equations.
II. EXAMPLES
In the previous sections we have distinguished between two different categories of cubic elliptic equations (1) by certain properties of their associated projective curve.
1. Weierstraß or shifted Weierstraß type. By definition, the infinite line W = 0 is tangent to the curve in the projective (U, V, W )-plane. This category can be subdivided into two subcategories:
(a) true Weierstraß curves, (b) cubic curves with a single asymptote.
2. Non-Weierstraß type. The infinite line is not tangent to the projective curve. This category can also be subdivided into two parts:
(a) cubic curves with one asymptote, (b) cubic curves with three asymptotes.
The category of Weierstraß or shifted Weierstraß type equations is less interesting for our purpose because these equations can usually be solved in a variety of ways. We shall only give an example illustrating the second subcategory. The most interesting examples are those of cubic equations belonging to the second main category. The reason is that for these equations we do not see any other approach towards complete solution than by the elliptic logarithm method.
6. Equations of shifted Weierstraß type. The true Weierstraß equation can generally be solved by the elliptic logarithm method. There are very many examples available in the literature. See for instance [ST94] , [GPZ94] , [Sm94] , [St95] , [BST97] , [SdW97] , [ST97] , and [HP98] .
The following example only serves to illustrate the case of shifted Weierstraß equations, that are not of Weierstraß type.
6.1. Examples 1(b). For non-zero k ∈ Z the equation
is a shifted Weierstraß equation. Indeed, the integral substitutions
(see (7)) give the well-known Mordell curve
The graph of (1) in the (u, v)-plane has a single asymptote, namely v = 0. All integral solutions can be immediately retrieved from those of the corresponding Mordell equation. For more information see [GPZ97] .
7. Non-Weierstraß type equations. In this main category we have chosen nine examples, of which seven result from a binomial equation and two come from Krawtchouk polynomials; none of these equations except one has been solved before, at least to our knowledge. The details are often quite tedious, but the solution processes are very similar, and therefore we have selected two equations most representative for the two subcategories, and of these equations full details are offered. The other seven equations are merely mentioned and their complete solution sets are presented; more detailed information is rarely given. Full details of all equations and their solution processes may be obtained from the authors.
7.1. Examples 2(a). All curves associated with the equations of this section have a single asymptote.
The first example we wish to mention is the equation
completely solved by us in [SdW97, Theorem B36] in the manner described. It comes from the binomial equation
in integers n and m. All integral solutions (u, v) of the cubic equation belong to either {−1, 0, 1} × {0, 1, 3} or {(2, 6), (8, 21)}. Next consider the equation
We claim that 120 is the only integer that can be expressed as the product of three consecutive integers and is at the same time of the form We shall not give a proof of this result as the solution process does not really contain any surprising elements; by following the steps given in the previous sections the result follows more or less automatically. The rank of the associated elliptic curve is 2, and a Mordell-Weil basis is easily found. Moreover, the torsion subgroup of the Mordell-Weil group is trivial. A peculiarity of this example lies in the fact that Q 0 is a non-rational 2-torsion point. As a consequence, working with 2L(P ) instead of L(P ) simplifies matters considerably, because doing so makes one term of the linear form disappear and this happens to be the only term that depends on a nonrational point. It also means that the linear form 2L(P ) is homogeneous.
The next example is very similar but more involved. We shall give full details of the solution process.
We claim that 210 and 1716 are the only integers that can be expressed as a product of three consecutive integers and at the same time are of the form heights we find h(P 3 − P 4 ) = 1.15985 . . ., and we intend to show that there are no points P of canonical height below this value. This is achieved by assuming that such a point P does exist, which is subsequently proved contradictory. Silverman's and Siksek's bounds for the difference of heights on elliptic curves, as given by Apecs, are (27) −2.26871 < h(P ) − 1 2 h(X(P )) < 3.67558 for any point P , so that h(X(P )) < 6.91568 for a point P with canonical height below 1.15985. With Cremona's findinf we searched for all such points, showing that if h(X(P )) < 6.91568 then either P = O or h(P ) ≥ h(P 3 −P 4 ). Therefore we may take λ = 1.26146 in Siksek's upper bound for the index of the subgroup generated by {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 } of the Mordell-Weil group. This yields (see [Sik95, Theorem 3.1]) index ≤ √ R √ 8 (2λ) 5/2 = 1.92 . . . Therefore the index must be 1, which proves that P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 indeed form a basis for the Mordell-Weil group of Q-rational points.
It is not difficult to show that this basis has an optimal value for the least eigenvalue of the Néron-Tate height pairing matrix (see [ST97] ), which equals c 1 = 0.478212 . . . We shall need this number later.
From Lemma 2 (see also (25)) it follows that (24) We now take an arbitrary point P = m 1 P 1 + . . . + m 5 P 5 on the curve with integral coordinates u, v on (24) and put M = max 1≤i≤5 |m i |. With the φ-function as described in Section 3 and the fundamental real period ω = 1.30203 . . . we have If v ≤ −2 or v ≥ 5 then X < −1, and hence (34) h(X(P )) ≤ log |30u − 300v + 1200| < 6.78327 + log |v|.
Observe that the above inequality requires u and v to be integral. Moreover we have
Recall that c 1 = 0.478212. Putting it all together we find by (33), (34), (27) and (35), subject to v ≥ 5 or v ≤ −2, that (36) |L(P )| < exp(13.5713 − 0.956424M 2 ).
Next we apply David's result [D95] to the linear form in elliptic logarithms L(P ). As max 0≤i≤5 |m i | ≤ 5M , we obtain the lower bound |L(P )| > exp(−c 4 (log(5M ) + c 5 )(log log(5M ) + c 6 ) 8 ).
Here we use Tzanakis' notation of [Tz96] . We computed c 4 = 3.98179 . . . 
Naturally, this is a valid expression only for d > 30M 2 0 + 5M 0 + 1/4. By heuristic argument, a lattice of dimension dim and determinant det should have d ≈ det 1/dim , and therefore, our present d should be approximately C 1/6 . This suggests we should take C ≈ M 6 0 , but large enough. Then we can expect the reduced bound to be
We start the reduction procedure with C = 10 890 and compute d = 1.27678 . . . × 10 148 , which leads to M 1 = 42. On putting M 0 = 42, we repeat the process. With C = 10 15 we find d = 293.455 . . . and M 1 = 6. All integral points with coefficients below the final bound of 6 can be recovered without any trouble by direct search. As a matter of fact the values of |m i | (i = 1, . . . , 5) corresponding to an integral point never exceed 1. This completes the proof.
It might be of interest to mention the computation times. They were as follows: mrank (see [Cr92] ) used 7.2 seconds to compute the rank, findinf used 3.8 seconds to compute the points of small height, it took about 17 seconds on a Pentium 75 PC to show that the Mordell-Weil basis has an optimal c 1 -value, Pari 1.39.03 used about 38.5 minutes on a Pentium 75 PC for the reduction process, and Apecs 4.2 under Maple V.4 used about 1 hour and 55 minutes on a Pentium 75 PC to find the small solutions.
We continue with yet another binomial equation, namely
and we can show that it has only the rather trivial solutions The proof is in many respects similar to the previous one, but much simpler. The present elliptic curve has rank 1, trivial torsion and a generator for the Mordell-Weil group is found without any difficulty.
Our next example is very much of twin type. Apart from the trivial 
We can prove −1), (−1, 0), (−1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 3), (1, 1), (1, 6) .
Observe that (u, v) = (0, 0) suggests equality in 1 = Once more, there are no remarkable facts to be mentioned; the elliptic curve has rank 1, a generator for the Mordell-Weil group is quite obvious, and its torsion subgroup is of order 2. The solution process runs along very much like it does in the previous examples. In this case we again work with 2L(P ) instead of L(P ) which makes dealing with 2-torsion easier.
The final two examples of this section also form a pair. The first equation tells us that no positive integer of the form m 3 (m ∈ Z, m ≥ 3) is at the same time a product of six consecutive integers, and the second equation says the same for integers of the form m 6 where m is an integer ≥ 6. To be more precise, we can show that the diophantine equation
has no integral solutions (x, m) but those belonging to the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ×{0, 1, 2}, and the elements (x, m) of the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}×{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are the only integral solutions of the diophantine equation
On putting u = m − 1 and v = It should not come as a surprise that both proofs are similar. Both elliptic curves have trivial torsion and are of rank 4, but finding a certified MordellWeil basis for each is not a trivial matter. In both cases Siksek's index trick (see page 352 and the reference cited there) proves sufficient, but in case of equation (44) some extra sieving is required. See the next section (page 359) for more details in a similar case.
Examples 2(b)
. The cubic equations of this final section are characterized by having three distinct asymptotes.
We have chosen two examples, both closely associated with so-called binary Krawtchouk polynomials. These polynomials, and especially the occurrence of integral zeros, have a background in combinatorics and coding theory; see [HS93] and [KL96] and the references cited there. The nth binary Krawtchouk polynomial is defined by
with parameters n, N . For n = 1, 2, 3 the zeros of k N n (x) are rather trivial, but for n = 4, 5, 6, 7 the equation k N n (x) = 0 can be directly associated with an elliptic curve, so that the problem of determining all integral zeros of these polynomials can be solved by finding all integral points on the corresponding elliptic curves. For n = 8 the equation k N n (x) = 0 does not correspond to a curve of genus 1, but to a curve of genus 3, which makes a generalization of our approach quite unlikely. In [SdW98] we provide more information on the background of this problem and we give the full details of the case n = 6. Here we give most of the details of the other open case n = 7. But first we formulate precise statements of the results obtained.
If we put n = 6 in (45) and substitute u = N and v = (N − 2x) 2 , then equation k N 6 (x) = 0 may be rewritten as
This equation is clearly not of Weierstraß or shifted Weierstraß type, and we can prove the following result.
Theorem 7. The diophantine equation (46) has the integral solutions (u, v) as given in Table 1 . There are no other integral solutions. In addition the table also gives the corresponding values of x and N . Because of symmetry about x = N/2 we may restrict x to x ≤ N/2. 
This equation is again not of Weierstraß or shifted Weierstraß type, and we have the following result.
Theorem 8. The diophantine equation (47) has the integral solutions (u, v) as given in Table 2 and no others. In addition the table also gives the corresponding values of x and N . Because of symmetry about x = N/2 we may restrict x to x ≤ N/2. Table 2 . Solutions (u, v) of (47), By Apecs we compute the particulars of this elliptic curve, and we find that its torsion subgroup is trivial. Further, by Cremona's program mrank we obtain that the rank is 4, and we quickly find the four independent rational points P 1 = (1297, 37151), P 2 = (−383, 20351), P 3 = (247, 4601), and P 4 = (697, 4151), with regulator R = 1.47916 . . . We calculate h(P 1 ) = 0.447230 . . ., and we intend to show that there are no rational points of smaller canonical height. Silverman's and Siksek's bounds on the difference between the naive and canonical heights, as computed by Apecs, read
2 h(X(P )) < 5.75713 for any rational point P . Consequently, h(X(P )) < 11.1285 for any P with h(P ) < h(P 1 ). With Cremona's findinf we searched for all such points, showing that if h(X(P )) < 11.1285 then P = O or h(P ) ≥ h(P 1 ). Therefore we may take λ = 0.447230 in Siksek's upper bound for the index of the group generated by P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 in the full Mordell-Weil group, giving index ≤ √ R 2 (2λ) 2 = 3.04 . . . This implies that in order to prove that P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 form a basis for the full group of rational points we merely need to show that the index cannot be equal to 3, because information from mrank tells us that the index must be odd. Siksek sieving (cf. [Sik95] ) with p = 3 and v = 23, 41, 67, 89 gives the relation matrix 
in which each column represents a prime v. As its rank is 4, the index is 1, and hence the four points P i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) form a basis for the Mordell-Weil group. Next we checked that amongst all possible bases, this basis has the property that the least eigenvalue of the Néron-Tate height pairing matrix (see [ST97] ) is as large as possible. This optimal value is c 1 = 0.260469 . . . We shall need this number later.
From the birational transformations (48) we deduce
There are three asymptotes v = αu + β, where α is one of the three roots of equation α 3 − 21α 2 + 105α − 105 = 0, and β = − 1 6 (6 + 3α + α 2 ). Further, the corresponding points at infinity, given in (X, Y )-coordinates, are
The numerical values of the α's, β's and Q 0 's are gathered in Table 3 . Note that Q 0 ∈ E(K), where K = Q(α) is a cubic number field. We now distinguish six (u, v)-ranges, one for each half-asymptote. They are:
The range between (4, 0) and Q 0,1 , 1 2 : The range between (0, 0) and Q 0,1 , 2 1 : The range between (2, 0) and Q 0,2 , with u ≥ 2 and v ≥ 0, 2 2 : The range between (2, 0) and Q 0,2 , with u ≤ 2 and v ≤ 0, 3 1 : The range between (0, 0) and Q 0,3 , 3 2 : The range between (4, 0) and Q 0,3 .
On each of the three branches of (47) we see that u = u(v) is a strictly increasing function of v. On each branch let F : R → R be given by
where u(v) is the unique solution on that branch implicitly given by the equation (47). Then X = F (v). For each of the six ranges, the unique vinterval and its X-image under F are as follows:
In some cases we need extra conditions to ensure the bijective correspondence of intervals. Observe that in the cases 1 1 , 1 2 , 3 1 and 3 2 we land on E 0 (R), while in the remaining cases 2 1 and 2 2 we land on E C (R). In all cases we find by (51) that (52)
where J ′ is an obvious linear adjustment of the interval J. Provided v ≤ −20 or v ≥ 14 we find by explicitly solving (47) for u = u(v) the inequality
Hence (53)
After this preliminary work, we consider an arbitrary point P on the curve with integral (u, v)-coordinates relative to (47). Then P = m 1 P 1 + m 2 P 2 + m 3 P 3 + m 4 P 4 for certain integers m i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Let M be the absolute maximum of these coefficients, so M = max 1≤i≤4 |m i |.
Let the φ-function be properly adjusted. Then (54)
Further, Then by (52)-(54) it follows that (55) |L(P )| < 0.376564 1 |v| .
If v ≤ −1 or v ≥ 234 then |X| > 1. Considering the solution u(v), implicitly given by (47), it follows by elementary calculus that (56) h(X(P )) ≤ log |17479u − 3051v − 44520| < 10.8115 + log |v|.
We emphasize that in the derivation we need the fact that u and v are integral.
Finally we have (57) h(P ) ≥ c 1 M 2 .
Recall that c 1 = 0.260469. Putting it all together, by (55), (56), (50) and (57), and under the condition v ≤ −20 or v ≥ 234, we obtain (58) |L(P )| < exp(21.3491 − 0.520938M 2 ).
Next we apply David's result [D95] to the linear form in elliptic logarithms L(P ). Note that ωφ(P i ) and ωφ(Q 0,i ) are indeed elliptic logarithms, but that the coordinates of the associated points are in a field of degree 9. Thus we obtain |L(P )| > exp(−c 4 (log(4M ) + c 5 )(log log(4M ) + c 6 ) 7 ).
Here we have Clearly this bound is meaningful only if d > 20M 2 0 + 4M 0 + 1/4. As in a previous remark, we expect d to be approximately det 1/dim . Therefore, in the present case d ≈ C 1/5 so that we should take C ≈ M 5 0 , and large enough. The reduced bound can then be expected to be M 1 ≈ √ log C ≈ √ log M 0 . First we apply this procedure with C = 10 608 and find d = 1.01729 . . . × 10 121 , which leads to M 1 = 46. Next we replace M 0 by M 1 , i.e. we put M 0 = 46, and repeat the process. With C = 10 14 we find d = 288.781 . . . and M 1 = 9. We could not reach further improvement. Below this reduced bound 9 for M it is straightforward to find all solutions by direct search. We point out that for all solutions the corresponding coefficients |m i | are never larger than 2. This completes the proof.
The computation times were as follows: mrank used about 36 hours and 7 minutes on a Sun Sparcstation 4 to compute the rank, findinf used about 4 minutes and 37 seconds on a Sun Sparcstation 4 to find the points of small height, the Siksek sieving used about 1 second on a Pentium 75 PC, it took 0.9 seconds on a Pentium 75 PC to find the basis with the optimal c 1 -value, Pari 1.39.03 used about 11 minutes and 35 seconds on a Pentium 75 PC for the reduction procedure, and Apecs 4.2 under Maple V.4 used about 1 hour and 36 minutes on a Pentium 75 PC to find the small solutions. These computations were completed a while ago, so we expect significant improvements in the computation times by more up-to-date versions of the software we used.
